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Abstract

Human movement analysis requires representations that
allow for effective encoding and interpretation of spatio-
temporally varying data. While several types of representa-
tion exist to encode elaborate movements (e.g. choreogra-
phies), they only bear a symbolic resemblance to what can
be measured; trajectories of points on the body and joint
angles. In this paper, we attempt to bridge the gap between
the extremes of low-level encoding and high-level encoding.
To facilitate this, we first introduce a representation based
on dance notation. We then introduce a second notation
based on L-systems. We show how the latter representation
falls in the middle of the range of notations, allowing us
to notate, encode, and synthesize various movements. We
show the applicability of these representations by present-
ing animations created by an input of dance notation.

1. Introduction and Related Work

A fundamental need in machine analysis of human mo-
tion is an appropriate representation of the human body and
all its motions over time. Human experts have relied on
very elaborate representations to aid in encoding of human
movements. Applications include gait analysis, posture
analysis, dance notation, and physical therapy. These repre-
sentations are very symbolic in nature, aiming more at the
actions underlying the movements. Specific and very elab-
orate instances of these are dance notations [1][9][13][14] .
These describe very detailed high-level movements, which
sometimes have the goal of establishing an explicit and
completely repeatable dance score. Gait analysts, on the
other hand, rely more on several activity specific parame-
ters to measure, for example, stride length, cadence etc.,
[6][4][5].

When we move to computerized measurement and track-
ing of human movement, the aim is to extract as detailed as
possible a model of the person and the trajectories of limb
movements and sometimes even joint angles. Computer vi-
sion research has made much progress in tracking whole-

body movements from video , markerless and vision-based
tracking of human articulation [8][7][15][10][22]. Such vi-
sion systems can provide trajectories of body parts when
tracking reliably. Motion capture systems that use track-
able markers attached to the body are more reliable in terms
of extracting trajectories and joint angles of the articulated
skeleton.

There are indeed higher level representations that try
to use the captured measurements to model movements.
Though they use different conventions, these high-level rep-
resentations use an underlying model [11][2][3][17]. De-
spite effectively capture subtleties in motion, their connec-
tion to the metrics used in analysis of human movements by
human experts is still very weak.

A representation that captures subtleties of motion and
allows for ease in categorization and machine understand-
ing will aid significantly in building systems that recognize
how we move. In this respect, dance notations are promis-
ing, having been designed for elaborate, high-level, descrip-
tions of choreography. Although this notation allows for
easy categorization of motions, their use still has proven
to be elusive for high-level categorization of human move-
ments.

Computer representations and choreography are two ex-
tremes of the spectrum of human motion models. At one
end of the spectrum lie abstract, high-level descriptions of
motion primarily used by human experts. On the other end
are the low-level descriptions of motion primarily used by
computers. To bridge the gap between them, we examine a
trait shared by most types of computer representations and
present our preliminary efforts in this direction. All repre-
sentations of the human body (with few exceptions), includ-
ing various motion-capture standards, rely on joint angles to
supply most, if not all, information. Other parameters such
as stride length and speed (for walking) are estimated from
this data.

We are interested in making a connection from data
shared by computer representations to a high-level repre-
sentation of human movement which is both compact and
understandable. We build on concepts from dance notation,
a representation designed by encoding very detailed, high-
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level and repeatable movements. Others have attempted
to exploit those properties of dance notation by converting
motion-capture data to Labanotation (a form of dance no-
tation) for purposes of dance archiving [12][16]. Labano-
tation is a very verbose representation of motion. Due to
the sheer volume of the notation, among other factors, they
were forced to limit themselves to a small class of motions.
As a result, Labanotation does not yield a representation
with the properties we are seeking. There are choreogra-
phies which, like computer representations, use joint angles
to define motion. To smoothly connect these high-level mo-
tion descriptions to the lower-level representations used by
computers, we define an intermediate representation. Our
proposed notation is based on L-systems.

In this paper we use Eshkol-Wachmann Movement nota-
tion to define high-level motions (Section 2). This motion is
then converted into an L-System form (Section 3) for con-
version into motion-capture style data. We present corre-
spondences between these motion representations (Section
4). Finally, we show an application to computer animation
by using dance notation to drive a character (Section 5).

2. Eshkol-Wachmann Movement Notation

The Eshkol-Wachmann (EW) movement notation is a
mathematically oriented notation designed to accurately
represent the range of motions of the human body. It was
developed in the 1950’s as a way for a choreographer to
write down his movements such that could be accurately re-
produced by dancers and understood by other people. They
claim that “any event which has not been provided with
some symbol will remain fortuitous and unrepeatable.”[9].

Though the most common movement notation is Laban-
otation [14], EW-notation is more appropriate in this case.
Where Labanotation has dozens of symbols to define mo-
tion, EW-notation only has three primary symbols. Further-
more, Labanotation is only concerned with abstract limb
positions. Once one has defined the limb positions, addi-
tional symbols are added to capture subtlety. This causes
the library of symbols to balloon out of control. EW-
notation, on the other hand uses very precise symbols and,
like computer representations, uses limb angles. It is thus
able to capture the same subtlety by simply changing the
angles without losing clarity. What we require is a nota-
tion that is compact and shares traits with other computer
representations. EW-notation fits these criteria.

In EW-notation, the body is divided into eighteen sep-
arate parts according to the joints of the human body
[9](Figure 1). Two additional parts are added representing
the weight (contact with the ground) and the front (the sec-
tion visible to the viewer) of the body. These parts are ca-
pable of two primary kinds of movement: rotational, and
planar. Rotational movement allows a part of the body to

Figure 1. Parts Of the Human Body

rotate about its own axis, such as twisting a wrist. Planar
movements are defined as movement parallel to a specified
plane. Horizontal planar movement is defined parallel to a
horizontal plane. There are three kinds of planar motion.
They are movements in a horizontal plane, vertical plane
and an intermediate plane. Given the horizontal plane, ver-
tical plane is defined as a plane perpendicular to the hori-
zontal plane, defined by the amount of rotation about the y-
axis. Intermediate planes are defined by adding some value
to rotate about the z-axis as well. Movements about the hor-
izontal and vertical planes are merely cases of intermediate
planar movement. In addition to the movements, one more
constraint is added. It is called “The law of light and heavy
limbs” and takes into account that body parts are connected
and not wholly independent. The zero-position is defined as
a stationary body with all limbs at rest [9](Figure 2). It is
with respect to this position that movements and other posi-
tions are defined. In this paper, we assume a grounded and
stationary body pose.

The primary advantage of EW-notation is its ease of vi-
sualization. With minimal training, any person can under-
stand and perform motions defined in a page of choreogra-
phy. This would, for example, allow an animator to define
motions in dance notation with minimal effort and have a
character repeat these motions perfectly using commercial
packages. To facilitate this, we introduce an intermediate
notation based on L-systems.

3. L-Systems

L-systems are a string rewriting system based on a set
of production rules. These rules generate a series of com-



Figure 2. The Body At Rest

mands that can be interpreted by a LOGO-style interpreter.
These commands are movement, represented by “F” and
“f”. Rotations about the three principle axes are repre-
sented by “\”,“ /”,“ˆ”,“&”,“+”, and “-”. The amount of ro-
tation represented by each symbol is specified beforehand
by someδ. A “[” represents pushing the current position
and orientation onto a stack, and a “]” represents popping
a position and orientation off the stack. The rules are re-
cursive in nature. In the past, L-systems have primarily
been used in the generation of fractals and plants [19][20].
They have been extended to generate more structured ob-
jects such as cities and buildings [18]. More recently, they
have been combined with vision techniques to approximate
the skeletons of trees [21]. These objects all share a trait in
that they can grow to an unspecified size though cities are
constrained by the amount of land available. The human
body, however, is constrained to a single class of shapes. In
order to ensure generation of valid skeletons, we constrain
the number of recursions the L-system interpreter generates
to two. We model a human body with a variant of bracketed
L-systems presented in [19]. Our L-system for the human
body follows (the turtle begins with an initial directional
vector of [0 1 0]’):

XT → [X5X1X2X6]X3X4

X1 → F1

F1 → [\90δ1F1\90δ2F1δ3F1δ4F1]
X2 → F2

F2 → [/90δ5F2/90δ6F2δ7F2δ8F2]
X3 → F3

F3 → [/90f3/90δ9F3δ10F3ˆ90δ11F3]
X4 → F4

F4 → [\90f4\90δ12F4δ13F4ˆ90δ14F4]
X5 → F5

F5 → δ15F5δ16F5

X6 → F6

F6 → δ17F6δ18F6

X1 represents the production for the left shoulder and arm.
X2 represents the production for the right shoulder and arm.
X3 represents the production for the left leg.
X4 represents the production for the right leg.
X5 represents the production for the torso.
X6 represents the production for the head and neck.

Two major changes to the standard L-system are worth
noting. The first is that instead of having simply one gen-
eration representing forward motion of a LOGO turtle, we
allow any number of such generations. The second is that
we allow specification of the amount of rotation about an
axis (this is equivalent to having aδ of 1). Eachδi repre-
sents the parameter of motion for that particular limb. When
all δi’s contain no motion, the body is in the zero-position.
For the purposes of brevity and simplicity, the motions rep-
resented in theδi’s are always in the form of three rotations
about the three principle axes,X,Y andZ. We will call this
XYZ form.

Unlike other movement formats, L-systems can easily be
understood by the casual observer and easily understood by
computers (since they are simply LOGO commands). Due
to the unstructured nature of L-system representation, it is
trivial to convert data from other formats into the L-system
format. Since other notations are more constrained, conver-
sions between them are not always simple. These conver-
sions can later be compressed into theXYZ form we have
defined.

4. Representation of Motion and Pose

There is a mapping between EW-notation and the L-
system representation. Given a pose and a movement
in EW-notation, we can construct an equivalent L-system
where all we need to change in the current L-system are the
δi’s in the following manner:

When a rotation is specified for a body part, we add add
“+θ” to the end of theδi for that body part in the L-system
whereθ is the amount of rotation specified.

When planar movement is specified for a body part, we add



“\α + β ˆγ − β /α” to the start of theδ for that body part
in the L-system whereα is the specified rotation about the
z-axis (for intermediate planar rotations),β is the speci-
fied vertical plane (for vertical planar rotations) andγ is the
amount of rotation specified.

By definition, vertical planar movement has anα of 0.
Horizontal planar movement has anα of 90 and aβ of 0.
The order of appearance ofα andβ depends on the body
part specified. Limbs have a base of rotation at their top
while the torso, head and neck, rotate from the bottom.
When a body part is rotated from the bottom, the appear-
ance ofα andβ are reversed.

Since these representations are mathematical in nature,
we can define very precise movements. In order to pre-
vent the L-system from getting large from long sequences,
we put theδi’s into XYZ form (See Appendix A). Through
these precise movements, we can exactly represent any sta-
tionary pose of the human body.

To convert an L-system pose back into an EW-format, we
first convert the rotation specified by eachδi into quaternion
format. The perpendicular to the vector defined is equiva-
lent to the specified plane of rotation in EW-notation. Given
a body in the zero-position, we simply find the vertical and
horizontal shifts equivalent to this vector. The amount of
rotation is also given by the quaternion representation.

5. Results

Using EW-Notation, we can animate a character by sim-
ply defining high-level motions. Given a time-step of mo-
tion, we first convert it into an L-System (described above),
interpolating the motion across frames in order to go from
a generative model to a descriptive one. From L-System
form, it is then converted into the BioVision BVH standard
(a list of joint angles inZYX format). Here we present a
few motions for the torso and the upper body as well as their
corresponding L-systems. The initial choreography can be
seen in [9] Figure 3. The entire animation, which shows the
different kinds of motion of EW-Notation can be found at
http://www.geocities.com/paperwriter2002/.

Figure 4 shows the body in the zero-position. The L-
system for the arms and torso is:

X1 → F1

F1 → [\90F1\90F1F1F1]
X2 → F2

F2 → [/90F2/90F2F2F2]
X5 → F5

F5 → F5F5

Figure 5 shows the body after one time-step. The L-system
for the arms and torso is:

Figure 3. Some Simple Upper-Body Move-
ments

Figure 4. The Zero-Position

X1 → F1

F1 → [\90F1\90ˆ45.0F1F1F1]
X2 → F2

F2 → [/90F2/90ˆ45.0F2F2F2]
X5 → F5

F5 → F5F5

Figure 6 shows the body taking a bow. The L-system for
the arms and torso at the extreme is:

X1 → F1

F1 → [\90F1\90F1F1F1]
X2 → F2

F2 → [/90F2/90F2F2F2]
X5 → F5

F5 → F5ˆ90.0F5

6. Conclusions and Future Work

We have presented two new representations of human
body motions and a mapping between them. We have also
shown how these can be converted into existing represen-
tations. This is made possible by the properties of the L-
system. Since conversions into L-system format are simple,
they can be used as a go-between for different, unrelated



Figure 5. After One Time-Step

Figure 6. Taking a Bow

formats. For example, going from a motion-capture rep-
resentation to dance notation can allow a vision algorithm
to start with joint angles and use this conversion to clas-
sify them as specific high-level motions. We have discussed
the limitations of Labanotation for body pose representa-
tion. Despite its limitations, it is a powerful tool. In the
future, we hope to develop a conversion from Labanotation
into the L-system format to facilitate other conversions.

We have also presented an immediate application of our
system for purposes of character animation. Using our sys-
tem, an animator can define high-level motions quickly and
easily without having to key-frame every motion. Though
motion-capture systems can allow an animator the same
freedom, motions generated in this fashion are difficult to
modify. Simple high-level motions generated with our sys-
tem are also simple to change. Some issues do exist with
the animations. The results show unconstrained motion.
This can cause self-intersection of body parts. This prob-
lem, however, can easily be remedied by adding kinematic
constraints to the character model, thus restricting motions
to physically valid approximations. Further work in this di-
rection will include interaction with the environment and
the synthesis of more realistic motions.
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A. Compressing an Arbitrary Set of Rotations

To convert sets of Euler angles, the following algorithm
is adapted (based on the coordinate system). Here, the al-
gorithm assumes conversion intoXYZ format:

• Find the current rotation matrix,C

• ComputeT=Cz (the projection ofz into the new coor-
dinate system)

• RotateT into theXZ plane via a rotation about the X-
axis learningX (the rotation about the X-axis)

• ComputeT=CXz

• RotateT into its proper position via a rotation about
the Y-axis learningY(the rotation about the Y-axis)

• ComputeT=CXYy

• RotateT into its proper position via a rotation about
the Z-axis learningZ (the rotation about the Z-axis)

• The resulting set of rotations is (-X)(-Y)(-Z)


